
Deputation by Steve Munro to the Toronto Transit Commission Meeting of August 19, 2014 

Re: CEO’s Report 

From the report: 

Bus reliability: 

At present, buses break down at far too high a rate, largely due to inadequate maintenance as 
we squeeze every ounce of availability from our fleet. Our plans envisage a review of the current 
18 year life span of our buses and an increased spares ratio to provide maintenance windows 
closer to industry best practice. This will require us to withdraw three vehicles per division to 
allow more intensive maintenance but this makes sense in the long term if we are to improve 
service through less break-downs. [Page 5] 

 
Streetcar rollout: 
 

Despite the labour strike situation, revenue service of the new streetcars remains on schedule 
for August 31, 2014 on the 510 Spadina route. Deployment will then carry on incrementally to 
the other streetcar routes in the following order: 511 Bathurst, 509 Harbourfront, 505 Dundas, 
501 Queen & 508 Lakeshore, 504 King, 512 St. Clair, 502 Downtowner, 503 Kingston Rd, and 506 
Carlton as more new streetcars are delivered and as the planned network upgrades are 
completed. Completion of the 204 vehicle order from Bombardier and the eventual conversion 
of the whole streetcar fleet will be in 2019. [Page 26] 
 

TTC Ridership growth is running at 2-3% annually, but this has been accommodated mainly during off-
peak periods and by squeezing more riders onto peak vehicles. Crowding and the inability to board is a 
major issue for transit users. 
 
Overcrowding delays service and reduces its efficiency because vehicles spend more time at stops rather 
than travelling along routes. Stop service time was identified as a major factor in “delay” in the recent 
King Streetcar report that will be before Council’s August meeting. 
 
Better service is part of the “Opportunities” report elsewhere in the agenda, but … 
 
Bus plans call for reducing the number of vehicles available for service to improve maintenance (about 
two dozen buses). Fleet plans are based on replacement of existing capacity with little or no growth 
thanks to budget caps and a limit on garage space. The planned McNicoll garage will not open until 
2019, and this presumes that Council allows the project to proceed. 
 
The streetcar fleet plan (in the 2014 Capital Budget) calls for retirement of old cars as new ones enter 
service. There is no provision for adding service to routes that will continue to operate old cars until 
enough of the new fleet is available to convert these routes. Rather than moving vehicles from early 
conversions (Spadina, Bathurst, Harbourfront, Dundas) to other routes, the TTC will downsize its fleet of 
old cars as quickly as possible. 
 
  



The streetcar rollout is a year late compared to the plan. Toronto should have 43 new cars by YE14, but 
will be lucky to have 10. If deliveries are not accelerated, Queen will not see more capacity until 
2016/17, King until 2017/18 and other routes even later. The proposed add-on order of 60 cars would 
not begin to arrive until 2020. 
 
There is a double standard in planning for bus/streetcar network vs rapid transit. It is absolutely 
inexcusable that surface service is frozen for such a long time thanks to delays and deferrals of vehicle 
procurement. 
 
Meanwhile, the Scarborough Subway project budget includes new money, $48m, funded from the 
subway tax, to keep the SRT running until the subway opens. This is not to debate the merit of the 
project, but to point out that Council is inconsistent in funding for service on the two networks. 
 
The Commission and Council should know what their options are for better bus and streetcar service 
now, not five years from now, and this includes whatever is needed to bridge between the existing fleet 
and expanded capacity through new vehicles. 
 
Proposed motions: 
 

That as part of the 2015 operating and capital budget process, TTC management report on the 
following: 
 
1. A review of the bus fleet and the issues related to life extension of vehicles to provide a pool 
for service improvements in 2015-2016. 
 
2. A projection of the requirements for bus service to handle both the normal ridership growth 
and the additional service needed to improve reliability and reduce crowding during peak 
periods in 2015 and beyond. 
 
3. An estimate of the cost, timing and operational issues related to leasing and operating bus 
storage areas on an interim basis. 
 
4. An estimate of the earliest date at which new buses could be procured to replace the life-
extended fleet and to continue expansion of peak service. 
 
5. A review of needs for maintenance and storage facilities to accommodate growth from items 
1-4 above taking into account future reductions in bus requirements due to the opening of the 
TYSSE, the Crosstown LRT and other planned rapid transit lines. 
 
6. A review of the streetcar fleet and the issues related to retention of enough vehicles to 
provide for peak period improvement of service on routes where new streetcars are not 
planned to operate until 2016 or later (King, Queen, Carlton, St. Clair). 

 
 


